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I. Crossword 2

Across
2. KIPP McDonough 15 is a __________ school.
5. Sir Gawain and Sir Lancelot.
8. Katrina was a severe __________.
11. A traveller in unknown regions.
12. Monsieur Pauger designed the city in these shapes.
13. Every person in the parade wears a __________.

Down
1. Groups, krewes and teams participate in the __________.
2. A Zulu artist shaved and painted it for Linda. 
3. The first day of celebration is __________ Night.
4. Sweet cake containing a "baby" symbolic of Jesus.
5. A team or club in Louisiana.
6. A traditional New Orleans soup.
7. The three kings brought them to Bethlehem.
9. These animals are less susceptible to heat than horses.
10. The members of a parade throw these to the crowd. 
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H. And now for something different!

 1. You must have been tempted by the sight of King Cake. Find a suitable recipe (New 
 Orleans or French style “galette des rois”) and have your class taste the two quite   
 different results.

 2. Gumbo! There are lots of different recipes for this dish. Why not have a gumbo   
 competition? 

 3. Trace the origins of your own town or city. Who were the founders? What evidence   
 still remains of their achievements? 

 4. Imagine you are in charge of planning a celebration in your own town. Make as   
 detailed a plan as possible of the event.

 5. Your class has decided to take a trip to New Orleans to attend Mardi Gras. Plan the   
 trip (itinerary, accommodation, budget etc.).




